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Centre Closed January 1
Next Meeting
January 8th at 9:15
At the January meeting we will:
 show photos from the December Traditions assignment
 introduce workshops in January to familiarize members
with their camera functions, and in April to demonstrate
slide show creation software
 discuss photo walks vs. shootouts
 summarize the portrait project and highlight lessons
learned
 use two of photos to show a thought process for refining
a shot. This will be the first of a series of presentations by
various club members willing to undertake the effort to
explain their thought processes in composing their photos
 educate with a hint and entertain with a joke
 present a technical video
 show selected photos from the Colours assignment for
discussion and critique

What you might have
missed on the Blog
Since the December 2015 shutterBUG came out, the following articles have been posted to the blog:
Photography Donation to National Gallery
November Gallery – Colours – Posted
Shoot The Moon
Henry’s Kanata
Alternate Free Photo Editors
Photography Cartoon Strip
Jim Cumming helps Grassroot Grannies
Member Photos on Display at Kanata Seniors Centre
Your Executive
Photography Cheat Sheet
Cartoon - Something Might Develop :-)
Camera Club Pictures on Display at Centre
Photography classes at Ottawa School of Art
Make It Snow - add snow using Photoshop
Winter Photography Tips
New Years - January Meeting Rescheduled
Shooting Fireworks!!
You can stay up-to-date with all the latest from the camera club on our web site at ksccc.ca.
If you have anything photo related that you’d like to share
with the club, please email it to:
cameraclub@kanataseniors.ca
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How To Submit Your
Assignment Photos
1. Shoot your pictures at the largest resolution that your camera is capable of producing.
2. Use an email program and “Attach” your image directly
without resizing.
3. Send your images to cameraclub@kanataseniors.ca
4. If you want your pictures included on our online Photo Gallery and possibly published in the shutterBUG, you MUST
include your name as part of the image name for example:
Shot as: IMG0912.jpg (straight out of the camera)
Renamed to: Snowy Beach by John Williamson.jpg
5. Use of Photoshop or other programs to edit your pictures is
encouraged.
6. Indicate in the text of your email which photo you want in
the review portion at the end of our meeting.

Month

Assignment

Deadline

Shown

Dec.

Traditions

Jan. 3

Jan. 8

Jan.

Humour

Jan. 31

Feb. 5

Feb.

Winter Fun

Feb. 28

Mar. 4

Merlin (Falcon)
by Frank Jonker

Contact us at: cameraclub@kanataseniors.ca
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Club Pictures on Display
Thanks to everyone who supplied photographs to be
exhibited at the Kanata Senior's Centre. I will change the location of the display once or twice during the two month period.
Now hanging are: Ko Fung, Ann Jones, Frank Jonker,
Louise Robert, Bill Robertson, and Ann Williams.
In the wings for a February hanging are Frank Knor, Roy
Markovich, and Barrie Thomas. It would be nice to include
three women in the February exhibition, after all it will be
2016.
Sue Carey

Light and Shadow
by Elizabeth Wallis

A Summer Meeting Place
by Wayne Kerr

Monet by Ed Lascelle
SIMPLE PICTURES WORK BEST

Trying to get everything into one photograph can lead to
wonderful tool, that really helps with your composition. Is the
busy, confusing photos that are not very satisfying to the viewer subject the star of that photograph? Review your shot and be
or photographer. Here are some suggestions to avoid this.
sure you have something that clearly favours your subject.
Decide What your Subject Really Is: By doing this, you can
Marg Jackman
be sure that your composition compliments it and never fights with it.
Make Your Subject the Star: Your
subject should never be the secondary part of a photo. Keep the photo
simple in content so that the viewer
can immediately see the subject and
the scene you want to highlight. Do
not make your viewers struggle to see
the subject in a photograph that includes too much of the world around
it.
Watch out for Distractions. This
can take the viewer's eye from your
subject. Avoid really bright spots in
the background, especially high in the
picture. Watch out for signs. Be careful of high contrast details that appear
away from your subject.
Use Your LCD Review. This is a

Life finds a way by Shirley LeClair
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Marg’s Hints
and Tips
Humour in Photography
Don't wait for the right moment, make the right moment.
Spontaneous humour is a wonderful thing to find and capture.
But if you spend your time waiting for the right moment you
might find that your funny images are few and far between.
So, where to find humorous subjects?
The good news is that some subjects lend themselves to
humour. Children and animals are naturals. Follow a child
around for a couple of hours and you'll probably come away
with one or two funny images. Have a child try a pickle for the
first time and capture their expression. Capture a baby making faces at herself in a mirror. Kids doing grow up things can
be funny too - playing an over sized guitar for example, or
making a victory fist.
Animals can be even easier. Cavorting puppies or kittens
can end up in some weird poses, sometimes they fall asleep
in funny positions. Use props when they are asleep. A cat
with a hat or a sleeping puppy with one paw wrapped around
the TV remote.
Some subjects look compelling from unusual angles and
some downright hilarious. An animal with it's nose right up
close to your lens for example.
Try positioning your human subject in such a way that he
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or she appears to be interacting with a background element.
For example you can make your subject appear to be seen
throwing the sun or kissing a statue.
Have your subject lie down on the ground and strike a pose
as if you are catching him in mid sprint. Then surround him with
objects that suggest a situation, maybe being pursued by a
pack of rabid teddy bears.
In juxtaposition shots, try having a Great Dane beside a
Chihuahua or a small baby wearing a large pair of sunglasses.
Don't forget in post processing that a little creativity goes a
long way.
Humour adds another level of difficulty to great photography. The opportunities are there, but they are often very subtle and fleeting.

Peekaboo by Phil Tughan

To compose a subject well means
no more than to see and present it
in the strongest manner possible.
Edward Weston

Cool waters by Carol Brown
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Gallery of November “Colours” Pictures

Colored Milk Design
by Amy Lo

Fire of the forest by Ko Fung

Maple Leaves
by Fraser Campbell

Rembrandt's workshop
by Martha Bohm

Light Maze by Wayne Kerr

Colors 2 by Kathy Black

